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One night she decides to impale herself with her mother's spice pestle so she can fail the test. Martine sent her
a cassette saying she wanted her daughter and then sent the plane ticket with a date on it. Sophie is annoyed
that the waiter keeps looking for a resemblance between her and her mother; she knows there is none. Young
men are on street corners, throwing cans at cars. The driver says they are almost there but the car slows to a
stop. She tells herself that she is in New York, that she must accept her new life and greet the challenge like a
new day. Certain traditions that are passed on are simply shocking and perplexing. Atie is upset because she
had hoped to tell Sophie, not have his wife do it. Sophie attends school like normal. After all, we get a
compelling narrative that won't let us go. Children across the street play in a pile of leaves. Instead of all that,
Breath, Eyes, Memory has trauma, political upheaval, and the life-warping experience of moving from the
Caribbean to the US of A. Critic Donette A. Chapter 2 The next morning Tante Atie gives Sophie her
passport. Her mother came to resent her own self and body and constantly has nightmares about the rape. The
woman and another man hold him down and buckle him in. A young woman growing up in a Haitian
household is encouraged to value her virtue and virginity. She looks into the mirror in the bathroom and sees a
new, older face looking out at herself. Sophie has been raised in Haiti by her Ta "I come from a place where
breath, eyes, and memory are one, a place from which you carry your past like the hair on your head. Her
mother would often test her vagina to make sure she was still a virgin. Even after the catastrophic earthquake
that captured the world's attention in , most of us only know a very few facts about Haiti and Haitians. Sophie
has been raised in Haiti by her Tante Atie for the first twelve years of her life. As of , there were , Haitians
living in the USA. Her first novel shows promise of better works in the future. The sun sets and lamps are lit
over the quarter. Sophie wonders if she had a close friend whether their eyes would lock as she drove away. At
night the huts on the hills look like candles. So how do you classify this novel? She gives Sophie a saffron
dress with a white collar and daffodils embroidered on it. Analysis Breath, Eyes, Memory is a beautifully
written but heartbreaking tale that encompasses the themes of sexual assault, memory, Haitian politics and
culture, the relationships between women of different generations, forgiveness, and more. But don't let that
scare you. She then elopes with Joseph and they marry. She falls asleep and the boy does too. Tante Atie tells
Sophie they are lucky to have a large house with one room just for sleeping. Sophie has led a reasonably
happy life for a child living in a poor country rife with political unrest and violence. Nevertheless, she is still
to be applauded for taking on these tough themes and I do think she has much to offer. The main character,
Sophie, is shattered throughout the novel, due to the traumatic experience of her mother's continuous tests.


